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some observations made in recent years among the SaliOklahoma. Twenty-seven sj)ecies or subspecies of frogs and
toads representing five families, and seven genera are now known to
occupy this state. Hut tliey are not universally distributed: and, more
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C)ne might expect the frogs (genus Rana) to be limited to pond
and stream sides: but this does not wholly explain their distribution
in Oklahoma. Six forms are recognized. One of these is limited to
the Northeast, three to the Southeast, and the other two are found

abundantly in

parts of the state in proper microhabitats.

all

genus Bufo. seven forms are known. One
is found abundantly in the eastern half of Oklahoma wherever wood-,
land or savannah occur, except that it is rare in mountain valleys in
the east. Another largely replaces it in such valleys, is very abundant
In the

more

terrestrial

woodland areas (except on mountains) but does not
Three species are limited to prairie,
one to short-grass in western and southern Oklahoma, one to mixed
])rairie and the ecotone between this and the tall-grass prairie in th«j
Northeast, the third to the short-grass plains in the West and their
ecotone with the mixed prairies in south-west-central Oklahoma. (Jne
subspecies is very abundant in all parts of the state except in the southeastern woodlands where its distribution stops quite abruptly as another intergrading subspecies replaces it. The seventh form is very
rare and known only from very rough, rocky areas mostly in the west
and south.
In Microhyla, two subspecies occur. One is limited to the eastern
woodland areas
the other replaces it to the westward and occupies
in

the eastern

enter savannah to the westward.

;

all

;

of the remainder of the state geographically except the panhandle

where it may occur but is as yet unknown. Rut this second form
seems ecologically restricted from low areas since, with ample opportunity to observe it. I have never found it on the flood plains of the
larger rivers, whether they adjoined woodland, prairie or savannah
in the region under observation.
four species occur, three
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savannah
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after
forms
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breeding season. In contrast, those limited to woodland do breed within a detinite breeding season. They are influenced to some extent by
color,

44 of Ps.

triscriafa,

in several other species.

rainfall but are not controlled

by

it.

papers on the .spadefoot toads (Bragg. 1944. 1945) I
defined two types of breeding pattern (called there the mesic pattern
and the xeric pattern and it was pointed out that the spadefoots have
In

earlier

i

the xeric one.
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all
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in lireedini^ pattern, althoug'h there

it

may do so.
me significant

seems to

in distribution

that

to a relatively dry en-

vironment should breed only after rains and in temporary water. For
to do so consistent]}- obviously serves the biological function of individual, and therefore species, survival. The evidence is in favor of a
Darwinian factor in this, for only those which take advantage of the
period immediately after rains have
tiieir

tadpoles, season after season.

which varied

much chance

for the survival of

Thus, selection has favored those

discarding a breeding season in favor

in the direction of

of breeding after rain regardless of season.

To emphasize such

facts as indicating an adaptation to dry

vironment one need only

t(^

en-

consider evaporation rate in pools and

growth rates of tadpoles in them. Spadefoot tadpoles may metamorj)h()se and leave pools in three weeks from egg-laying. Even so. many
thousands
cjuickly.

-are lost to

The same

is

the species each vear because pools evaporate too

true of the prairie toads.

I

have seen metamor-

phosed tadpoles of Bufa coc/nafus leave the pools in 28 days after egglaying but, nevertheless, tliere has not been a generally successful
;

breeding of this species about the city of

year some eggs have been

Norman

since 1941

;

yet each

This lack of success in reproduction

laid.

has been entirely due to loss of

all

tadpoles by the total evaporation

of the w^ater before the larvae could complete the acjuatic phase of
existence.

Spadefoot tadpoles seem

to

have carried

tliese

adaptations farther

Not only do they have an
intrinsically faster development than anv other North American forms
but they seem especially adapted to resist heat. While this has not
been studied in detail, as it needs to be, I have seen them developing
normally in water at above 35° C. a temperature some mesically
adapted tadpoles cannot withstand. Furthermore, the tadpoles of some
species become cannibalistic while socially aggregated, thus assuring
food to at least some individuals even though most must perish as the
pool evaporates. Such activities Avere described in S. h. holbrookii
by Ball (1936) working in Connecticut and have been confirmed recently by me for another species in Oklahoma (Bragg. 1946). The
Oklahoma observations suggest that such activitv is facultative, since
individuals of the species involved (Scaphio['iis houibifrons Cope) had
never before been observed in such activities even though I had
than any of the other forms so far known.
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